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２．日本側研究チームの研究目標及び計画概要 

 

Based on the results from the first two project years in 2020 we continue with 

evacuation scenario modelling. We will use the obtained data as input to model 

different evacuation scenarios in the Higashiyama area, Kyoto. Our objective is to 

obtain an understanding of the time an evacuation might require, as well as to 

understand where the capacity bottlenecks are. An emphasis of our project 

remains the impact of “intelligent information provision.” We suggest that 

especially tourists unfamiliar with the local infrastructure struggle to find their way 

out of a dangerous area quickly and might hence require additional information 

provided at very local scale and in a variety of languages. 

To simulate evacuation scenarios, we will use pedestrian simulation software as 

well as analytical models. Furthermore, to understand information needed by 

tourists in case of evacuation, we will conduct experiments set in virtual reality 

where participants will indicate the route they would like to take and the 

information they are lacking to be ensured of their decision. Finally, we will conduct 

“treasure hunt” experiments simulating the need to find one’s way quickly. In these 

experiments we will test route guidance with the BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) 

technology tested before in the data collection stage of this project. 

3. 日本側研究チームの実施概要 

The Higashiyama evacuation scenarios have been mostly completed as planned. 

We simulated a range of scenarios, in particular changing assumptions of route 

guidance. The results suggest that, compared to current guidelines, some changes 

to route guidance protocols might be considered to potentially reduce evacuation 

time and overcrowding.  

We furthermore conducted parts of the planned experiments but could not 

complete the experiments that were planned to be carried out in Israel due to the 

COVID situation. The Kyoto experiments were slightly delayed but could be 

conducted in November 2020. In the first experiment, we used Virtual Reality 

glasses to test wayfinding strategies of participants in the Higashiyama area. We 

asked respondents to find ways to shelter locations by navigating from one 

junction to the next in a tailor-made app created by the Israeli team. In a second 

experiment, also in the Higashiyama area, we asked tourists to participate in an 

experiment where they needed to install an application on their mobile phone. This 

app provided tourists with information, including route guidance through pop-up 

messages that are triggered by sensors installed by us. Taken together, the results 

demonstrate the usefulness and limitations of mobile phone notifications for route 

guidance in normal and emergency situations. 


